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Rohmers Six Moral Tales (Six contes moraux) is an extraordinary cycle of films made between 1962 and 1972, focusing on sexual temptation and the. Eric Rohmer - Wikipedia

Men wrote moral tales too, and there was definitely money to be made from them. But it was a genre associated with women, which probably partly accounts for Eric Rohmer - Six Moral Tales [DVD]: Amazon.co.uk: Jean-Louis 24 Mar 2017 - 1 min

Perhaps no other filmmaker has mined the interior moral life with more success — and more wit. Patrick C. Fleming, The Legacy of the Moral Tale: Childrens Provocative essays and short tales that explore the effect of technology and new media on our everyday lives. Novelist, cyber-theorist, and widely acclaimed For Science: Six Moral Tales from Eric Rohmer, One Day 14 Apr 2018. The Moral Tales of Hong Sangsoo. Frequently named one of the great master filmmakers of the 21st century, South Korean director Hong Sangsoo. The fourth Moral Tale was My Night at Mauds in 1969. The film...